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Welcome to the latest issue of Itchy Feet
Magazine, which is, as ever, packed full of
inspirational travel tales from our fellow
travellers and subscribers. In this issue we

hear about skiing in India’s remote region of
Kahmir, muck diving in Indonesia, and flyfishing in Tasmania; something for everyone
on the activity front.We also visit beautiful
regions of Guatemala, Patagonia and
Tanzania.
Why don’t you join our Itchy Feet group on
Facebook and link up with other
subscribers?!

www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=6039441943

Don’t forget to visit our website,
www.itchyfeetmagazine.com, which
has had a bit of a refresh in recent months.
Check out the Feet First Forum, where
you can exchange ideas, travel tips or
questions about any place on earth!
Our front cover photo this month was
taken in Morocco by Greg Davis from the
USA. www.gregdavisphotohgraphy.com
Please help us to spread the word about
Itchy Feet Magazine! You can subscribe to
receive every issue by emailing
info@itchyfeetmagazine.com (It’s free!) You
can also contribute by sending photos for
the image galleries or recommending your
favourite places on the website.

“Certainly, travel is more than the

seeing of sights; it is a change that
goes on, deep and permanemt, in
the ideas of living.”

Miriam Beardn
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Itchy

news

Eco-News:

VIRGIN HOLIDAYS RESPONSIBLE TOURISM
AWARDS 2008

Nominations for our Virgin Holidays Responsible Tourism
Awards 2008 are now open.You can vote online at
www.responsibletourismawards.com The awards are the
largest awards of their kind in the world and have been going
for four years.The central tenet of the Awards is that all types
of tourism – from niche to mainstream – can and should be
operated in a way that respects and benefits destinations and
local people.The Awards are different from others in that
winners are nominated by tourists. One of the founding
principles of the Awards is always to seek out new responsible
tourism ventures that deserve to be celebrated and
nominations are fundamental to this process. In 2007 over 1700
nominations were made and they’re calling on the public’s
responsible travel know-how once again to find the best of the
best in 2008. (below: last year’s overall winner, the New Forest)

Unique
places to stay

Prague: U Zlateho Jelena (The Golden Stag)
A charming hotel in a historic converted burhger house (dating
from 1366) The Golden Stag is just a stone’s throw from
Prague’s old town square; a fantastic location.The sacrifice you
sometimes pay for being in the heart of the old town is having
to put up with some noise, sometimes well into the night.
Nonetheless everything else about this place offers great value
for money: 19 tasteful rooms with antique furniture and
spacious bathrooms, shady courtyards, a good breakfast and
freindly staff. It would be a shame to visit Prague and miss out
on staying in such a historic location. For more info visit
www.hotel-u-zlateho-jelena.cz
Louise Alexander

What’s on where?
Some of the best global festivals and events coming up...

Netherlands: Orange Festival (Queen’s Day) for lovers of
beer and all things orange in Amsterdam. 30 April

Austria: Vienna Festival music, dance & theatre. 1 May-30June
Czech Republic: Prague Spring International Music Festival
One of Europe’s best music festivals. 12 May - 3 June

Underwater Art

Russia: Stars of the White Nights Festival Opera and ballet and
long summer nights in St Petersburg. 18 May - 17 July

Underwater sculptures entitled Alluvia by artist Jason deCaires
Taylor have been placed along the River Stour. Set in the
historic city of Canterbury, Alluvia is an installation consisting
of two female figures, cast in cement and recycled glass resin.
Positioned within sight of the Westgate Bridge and its adjoining
gardens, the underwater sculptures lie along the river flow,
submerged and fixed to the bed of the river Stour. At night the
works are internally illuminated. The title Alluvia relates to the
alluvial deposits of sand left by the rise and fall of the rivers
water levels.The two contrasting and individual figures aim to
highlight and document the passage of time. As the surface
tension and volume of water changes through the seasons, and
the effects of light alter through the day, so what is seen of the
sculptures will change. www.underwatersculpture.com
Polly Fryer

China: Bun Festival In Hong Kong, this event features huge
edible buns and large
parades. 12 May

New sculpture installation in Canterbury

England: Chelsea Flower Show, London The country's best
flowers and gardens on display. 20-24 May

Mexico: Cinco de Mayo In Puebla, colourful parades and mock
battles staged. 5 May

England: Coopers Hill
Cheese Rolling Mad
Englishmen chase huge
rounds of cheese down a
steep hill in Brocworth,
Gloucestershire, in this
traditional event. 31 May

USA: Red Earth Native
American Cultural Festival
A huge and popular
cultural celebration in
Oklahoma City. 6-8 June
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At Lake Atitlan

Nicola Perides takes a lake and mountains tour of Guatemala
Nestled in the temperate mountainous
region of the Western highlands, Lake
Atitlan is a haven for locals and tourists
alike. Being only a two and half hour drive
from both Guatemala’s capital, Guatemala
City, and popular colonial town of Antigua,
makes Lake Atitlan a very accessible
destination.The winning combination of
being 15 degrees above the Equator and
1560 metres above sea level makes it the
ideal climate: not too hot and never too
cold! The sun shines throughout the year,
even during the rainy season.

Panajachel is the first stop for most, if not
all, buses arriving from Guatemala City and
Antigua. It is definitely a place to explore
for a day or so, before venturing off to the
many Indian villages that are scattered
around the lake.
Panajachel or ‘Pana’ as most locals call it,
provides stunning views of the three
volcanoes that surround the beautiful lake
itself:Toliman, Atitlan and San Pedro.

Arrive at dawn and witness the mist clear
to reveal the first glimpse of the blue-green
deep waters, the lush banks and the
fishermen setting out for the day in old
wooden canoes.The faint smell of pine
drifts over and for now, this is the most
peaceful place on earth.

During the day Pana becomes a bustling
town with many hotels, markets, cafes and
bars.There is always much to see in this

colourful place, including the original façade
of the old church.This was used to convert
Indians to the Catholic faith during the
period of the Spanish conquest.
Pana’s busy market street (Calle Sentader)
where you find arguably the best souvenirs
in Guatemala, is the main strip and
generally all bars and restaurants are to be
found here.

Marcos. All made famous by their female
weavers and traditional clothing.

First stop San Pedro, reached by a 40
minute water taxi across the lake. San
Pedro is by far the backerpacker‘s favourite
with its many hostels, bars and activities.
Here, you can rent kayaks, snorkel, horse
ride and trek to the next village - the
opportunities are endless.The village itself

r to
“ arrive at dawn and witness the mist clea
ters,
reveal the first glimpse of the blue-green wa
the lush banks and the fishermen ”
A tip for a good hostel is the Mario
Rooms; good clean rooms, hammock lined
balconies and a roof terrace to enjoy the
most fabulous views. Do make sure you
leave time to sample the holiday feel
nightlife and the local cuisine! In a country
where food is generally bland, here you can
find a real treat.

Grab a lakeside breakfast, where the locals
will rustle you up something tasty generally
produced in the region and leave early for
one of the many villages that border the
lake.Whatever your taste, there is a village
to suit! From San Pedro’s bohemian
ambience to the quiet retreats of San

is very hilly so be ready to hike up and
down to get anywhere. However, the
spectacular panorama from the top is truly
breathtaking.The sky and lake are simply
separated by an abundance of green, the
trees seem to go on forever and the
stillness of the water creates an aura of
true tranquillity.

Again, the cuisine is extraordinarily good take your pick from many international
dishes.Thai comes highly recommended.
Make sure your camera is always poised as
this happy little village always gives the
visitor something to snap. From kids
splashing in and out of the lake to old
friends gathering for afternoon gossips. 4

At night the village certainly comes to life,
with many bars and restaurants to choose
from.You’ll never be far away from a cold
beer. It has that bohemian feel, with many
gringos, bongos, tie dye outfits and a typical
chilled out atmosphere. Definitely not a
place to be missed.

After three or four days of partying, why
not pop over the pond to the uber chilled
out San Marcos. It is reached by either a
two hour hike from San Pedro or catch the
boat for a 40 minute ride. Beware though,
try and avoid arriving on Sundays as
everything will be either full or closed.
San Marcos’s banana, mango and avocado
tree-lined shores are the perfect stage for
this new age, yoga loving village.Walk away
from the jetty in any direction and you will
be greeted by fir fringed paths leading
through to many spas and retreats offering
massages of all kinds: yoga, pilates and any
other relaxation therapy you could
imagine.This village has a quiet, tranquil,
calm atmosphere, there is no nightlife. San
Marcos is more of a holiday from a holiday.
Swim for hours off one the jetties in the
clear cool waters of the lake, climb up into
the village to meet the locals, sample the

“ climb up into the village to meet

the locals,

sample the delights of the organi
c bakery and
healing centre, and generally rela
x”
delights of the organic bakery and healing
centre, and generally relax. Lie back and
admire the mesmerising sights of the
wildlife, the ever-changing shades of green
the trees offer and the calmness and
serenity that the sound of the lake creates
while gently stroking the shore. By night
fall, get truly lost in the dark sky as there
will be more stars then your dreams could
ever envisage! On a clear day it is possible
to catch a glimpse of Volcano Acatenanga’s
grey 3675 metre peak which lies 50 km to
the east.This is San Marcos. Leave feeling
more alive then ever and ready for your
next adventure. Catch the boat back to
Panajachel, time for a spot of shopping then
catch the 4pm bus back through the
amazing diverse scenery that is Guatemala.
Be sure to give Lake Atitlan the once over
and you may, like many, end up staying a life
time...
© Nicola Perides, UK

Skiing with the Gods

Neil MacLean discovers the pistes of the Kashmiri Himalayas

Backcountry skiing in perfect powder is the
dream of most avid skiers, no matter the
level of ability. It would be fair to assume
that as a resident of India skiing may not be
the first thought for a long weekend
getaway. A big mistake to make! If horizons
are allowed to stretch beyond the Golden
Triangle of Delhi, Jaipur and Agra or the
beaches of Kerala and Goa then they would
certainly encompass the idyllic
mountainous region of the Kashmiri
Himalayas.
Kashmir has a reputation of violence and
militancy owing to the territorial wars that
have been fought over the years between
Pakistan and India.The Indian regions of
Kashmir are heavily protected by thousands
of troops stationed in the area to act as a

this haven of off-piste skiing was worth the
risk of a flight to the fortified Srinagar
Airport and a drive along the heavily
guarded Srinagar – Tanmarg highway. I
chose one of the budget airlines from Delhi
(Air Deccan) and opted for pre-paid taxi
driver at the airport – it added to the
adventure.
As soon as I left Srinagar and passed
through the small villages and towns my
heart lifted and I knew I had made the right
decision.The journey is incomparable with
any others in India.The conditions are
tough and the locals have had to adapt to
the extreme weather, international conflict
and constant militant action against the
permanently stationed Indian Army – but
they still managed to wave and smile at the

never be described as luxurious.
Nonetheless, it boasts ski-in ski-out slope
access and that sold it for me!

I had not planned to ski on my first day; the
resort lies at over 2700m and some
acclimatisation is advised, but the weather
was so perfect and the snow so inviting
that as soon as I was checked in I
unpacked my ski gear and headed straight
for the Kongdoor gondola ski station (1st
stage).This station provides relatively easy
slopes for beginner / intermediate skiers
and some beautiful runs through the trees
for the more advanced. I had some fantastic
descents and ended the day with a
spectacular high speed fall on the groomed
track. I did not break anything (equipment
or bones) but decided to call it a day and

“ As the hired jeep climbed from the valley floor the brutal rural
environment was replaced by a glistening winter wonderland ”
deterrent against a Pakistani claim on the
region and to suppress the local Hevz-IMujahadeen militants.Tourists are not a
target of any attacks by the militants and
the chances of being involved in any
crossfire are extremely low indeed.

Ignoring the travel warnings provided by
various Foreign Offices and my very
protective local colleagues I decided that

bewildered tourist. As the hired jeep
climbed from the valley floor the brutal
rural environment was replaced by a
glistening winter wonderland.

I had booked into one of the high end
hotels in the area, Hotel Pine Palace. It had
all the facilities that are needed after a hard
day’s skiing on the mountain (hot shower,
good food and a bar) although it could

relax back at the hotel.

The real action started on the second day.
The weather was very overcast and the
snow was falling heavily, but I decided to
travel the two gondolas to the top station
on Mt Apherwat (4200m). Once reaching
the summit and surveying the surroundings
I decided to take a courage pill and throw
myself from the top of the mountain in
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“ The gondolas have a reputation for being as unreliable as the

crew who operate them (although I never had a bad experience!) ”
an attempt to gracefully ski down.This
avalanche prone, steep sided and
ungroomed mountain is billed as the
ultimate destination for expert skiers in
the Northern Hemisphere. I am no expert
but I did not want to miss the chance of a
lifetime.The mountain and the snow did
not disappoint.The snow was completely
perfect and the steep, fast slopes pushed
me beyond the perceived limits of my

This trip was not only the highlight of my
two years in India but it also exceeded the
quality of any of the ski trips I have made in
either Europe or North America.

footprints:

The gondolas have a reputation for being
as unreliable as the crew who operate
them although I never had a bad
experience (apart from never being able to
obtain change at the ticket offices!). Day
tickets can be purchased in the mornings
but are generally not good value as the
gondolas can stop operating at any time
(mechanical failure, adverse weather
conditions, or just when the operators
have had enough for the day).
The last day of my skiing did not
disappoint.The conditions were once again
perfect with a fresh dump of powder and
pristine blue skies. At the top of Mt.
Apherwat there was no wind and hardly
any crowds. Perfect conditions for another
perfect day.
For expert skiers there are acres of terrain
to explore that were unfortunately beyond
my ability and too dangerous to attempt
due to my lack of appropriate avalanche
equipment. I certainly plan to return to
Gulmarg and push myself to the limits once
more.

© Neil MacLean

My personal advice: ignore the travel
warnings and hype – and head to the most

Basic Info:

abilities. It was a rush like no other. On
arrival at the Kongdoor station the
weather had worsened and the gondola
operators had decided, for the safety of the
skiers and boarders, that trips to the
summit should be halted for the day.There
was still plenty of mountain to explore
from the mid station.

beautiful ski resort that you can imagine:
Gulmarg, Kashmir.

Gulmarg lies 57km by road from Srinagar.
A resort was founded in the 1920s by the
colonial British.
Plenty of hotels are available catering for
tourist needs and a range of budgets.
They all serve up a selection of Kashmiri
and Continental food.
Ski equipment can be hired from one of
the government shops or the private
Kashmir Alpine Ski shop.
The lower slopes for beginners are
serviced by button lifts and a T-Bar.
The gondola terrain is divided into two
sections.The first rises 450m, to an
altitude of 3300m, from the village and
provides runs of around 2.5km (mainly
off-piste)
The second climbs to an altitude of over
4000m and provides a vertical descent of
over 1000m back into the village (all offpiste from the top). Skiing in a south-east

direction on the avalanche prone slopes
offers 1700m of vertical off-piste action.

Getting there:

Daily flights are available from Delhi
domestic airport. Pre-paid cabs are
available from the airport.

When to go:

Best time to visit for skiing is between
December and mid March.
It is best to check local conditions and
seek advice before travelling to Kashmir.

Useful Websites:
www.gulmarg.org
www.skihimalaya.com
www.fco.gov.uk

Currency: Indian rupee
Capital: New Delhi
Timezone: GMT + 5.5

Muck diving in Indonesia

Szilvia Gogh tries an unusual scuba experience in Lembeh Strait
Muck diving is not a derogatory term
describing a type of adventure one would
experience in filthy, cold, dark waters, but it
is rather an exciting emerging warm water
dive trend that many get excited about,
especially photographers. I have been diving
for 18 years, logged close to 5000 dives,
travelled around the world a few times, but
only recently heard about muck diving. It is
hard to define what muck diving really is
about, but those who tried it, became
addicted to the rather unusual type of
scuba experience.

an-hour for five dollars.
Finally, we arrived to Manado, where we
were greeted by a guy from the resort.
Heading to the Western part of North
Sulawesi, we drove trough well kept,
blossoming villages.To my surprise, we saw
great number of catholic churches;
Indonesia is both a Muslim and a Christian
country. After a short boat ride from the
mainland, Les Williams, the resort manager,
welcomed us. He stood at the last step on
the stairs, and appeared from the shadow
on that misty night. He personally greets

impression was, “this is like a garbage dump.
What am I going to do here for 60
minutes?” The next thing I knew, the 60
minutes were up and I saw the most
bizarre, unusual critters I have ever seen
and was dying to get back into the water to
find more.
The muck is the perfect habitat for unusual,
exotic and juvenile organisms that make
their homes in the sediment and trash at
the bottom of the ocean. Creatures hiding
in the muck are so interesting and different
from the usual tropical marine life. I

“ The calm and shallow waters offered amazing

opportunities to take pictures of little creatures like
shrimps and the hairy orangutan crab ”

After spending a week diving the wealthy
and diverse coral reefs of Wakatobi Island
early November 2007, I had an opportunity
to continue my travels through Asia and
visit a friend who runs a dive center on
Lembeh Island. Even though Lembeh Island’s
location is not far from Wakatobi, we (my
husband accompanied me) had to return to
Bali first in order to catch a flight trough
Ujung Pandang to Manado.

Flying with Garuda Indonesia is quite an
experience on its own. At the check in desk
all travelers can see the warning: “Don’t put
valuable items into your check-in luggage!”
The small transfer airport in Balipapa really
gave me a reality check.There were no
bars, no food courts, and the smoking
room’s door was wide open, so the smoker
man (woman don’t smoke) would get fresh
air.To our remedy, we discovered a foot
massage place where we could relax: half-

every guests regardless what time they
arrive. Just like in Fantasy Island.

Lembeh Resort has 14 cottages, all of which
were built on the cliffs, overlooking the
pool, the dive center and the Strait.Viewing
the sunrises and sunsets from the
comfortable armchairs on the spacious
verandas never gets boring. At dinner we
reunited with my friend, Johan, whom I used
to work with many years ago in Thailand as
dive instructors. Johan and his girlfriend Kat
are the managers of the dive center.While
sharing our meal they briefed me about the
dives for the next day.
I was super excited to try something new. I
looked forward to muck diving like a kid
looks forward opening Christmas presents.
At last the sun woke up and I was anxious
to board the boat and finally get wet. After
descending into Lembeh Strait, my first

pictured a nutty professor pouring some
potion into the water creating these bizarre
looking animals that even the most
imaginative fiction writers could not have
made up. Odd and beautiful critters were
pointed-out for me by the enthusiastic dive
masters.The local dive guides knew where
everybody lived underwater and were
proud to show one thing after another.
We encountered seven different types of
frog fish. My favorites were the hairy
frogfish, and the one that looked like it was
the offspring of a frog and a clownfish.
The colours of the nudibranchs we saw are
indescribable. It was just too great of a
variety to know where to begin. I probably
have seen every possible color combination
of purple, orange, blue, black, yellow, and
pink… There were bigger ones and smaller
ones, faster and slower, braver and shyer.
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I found myself admiring rare species of
octopi for long periods of time -- the most
impressive of our dives. Octopi I came
across before were very shy, hiding behind
rocks or in holes. Our dive masters, in
Lembeh, found and lured-out the mimic
octopus, the coconut octopus, and the
wanderpus providing countless
opportunities to photograph them from
up-close.
The calm and shallow waters offered
amazing opportunities to take pictures of
little creatures like shrimps and the hairy
orangutan crab. Muck diving in Lembeh
Strait is perhaps the best place on the
planet for macro photography. Peculiar
critters included the scary looking devilfish,
the magical looking dragon mistress, the
fairy tale pegasus seamoth, the bright
scorpion leaf fish, the vibrating electric
shell, the ornate ghost pipefish, the glorious
flamboyant cuttlefish and the frightful wasp
fish. The list of the extraordinary
inhabitants that mesmerize divers dive after
dive seems endless.Till today every dive
presents an opportunity to discover a
species new to science in that part of the
world.
The dive crew was extremely proficient at
finding critters divers wished for. I asked
them to point out manta shrimps for me as
I am enchanted by them. Manta shrimp are

able to turn their eyes 360 degrees, look
vivid and have a characteristic temper.They
are also known to dart out of their hiding
and brake aquarium glasses or even
cameras when they feel frightened.
Most often however, divers on our vessel
requested to see the pygmy seahorse. It is
difficult to spot as it is incredibly well
camouflaged.The color of the seahorse
matches the pink or purple gorgonian it
inhabits, and the body tubercles look very

similar to the polyps of the gorgonian.
Their quarter inch size doesn’t help spot
them either. An unusual aspect of the
seahorse is that it's the male who becomes
pregnant and carries the eggs in a pouch in
his belly, after the eggs have been deposited
there by the female.
I found two great tools to ease my task of
macro photography. A metal pointer was
given to me that I used to dig into the
muck to stabilize myself with one hand
while taking pictures with the other, and a
magnifying glass that I used to help me
locate the tiny critters around Lembeh
Strait. Every dive proved to be perfect for
divers like me -- with my short attention
span. I could hardly take a picture of one
unusual thing when my dive guide was
pointing out the next peculiar, odd
creature, and the next…
The boat crew was one of the most
attentive I came across during my diving
years.They treated everybody friendly, took
care of our camera gear with great caution
and found us all sorts of critters divers
asked to see (and my list was particularly
long). Every member of the dive team
logged hundreds of dives in the Strait and
was extremely knowledgeable about the
fish, and shrimp, that lived in their waters.

footprints:
When to go:

Diving Lembeh Strait can be
accomplished year-round owing to the
sheltering influence of Lembeh Island.
No matter what inclement weather
system may be passing, or how strong
the currents may be, there will be
numerous sites with calm conditions
suitable for easy for diving.

What not to miss:

Tangkoko Nature Reserve
Minahasa Highland Area
Bitung Traditional Markets
Trekking to Mahawu Volcano
And diving in the Lembeh Strait!

The basics:

Time zone: GMT +8
Languages: Bahasa Indonesia
Currency: Rupiah (IDR)
Capital: Jakarta

Useful websites:

www.lembehresort.com
www.indonesia-tourism.com

After the thrilling dives, we shared stories

and well prepared meals in the restaurant
with fellow divers. One thing I enjoy about
travelling is to meet new people. Divers are
a whole different breed; there is nothing
normal and ordinary about us. It is
intriguing to hear about places I never
knew were on the map, and taking mental
notes about their location.Word of mouth
is the best way to find out the real story
about places one should visit, not the
Lonely Planet books.

Well-traveled divers, many who have visited
numerous famous dive destinations all over
the world agreed that there is no other
place like Lembeh. It is still relatively
unknown, therefore peaceful and filled with
a great number of breath taking marine
wonders. Upon our departure, Les waved
us off and wished farewell, again, just like
on Fantasy Island.
©Szilvia Gogh, USA

The Mountain of God

Cam Fergus climbs Oldoinyo Lengai in Tanzania for a new perspective on God and man

“It’s a volcano, as long as we keep going up
we’ll be fine”. My climbing companion’s
ambitious plan to abandon our guide, whilst
impressive, was also too impulsive by half.
Here we were, half way up an active
volcano in Tanzania, in the pitch black night,
surrounded by thick fog and sounds of
indecipherable origin, with our guide fast
asleep at our feet. Okuni, our brave Maasai
warrior, experienced mountain guide, and
only hope of scaling the volcano, also
possessed the enviable ability to fall
instantly and deeply asleep. It was time for
a decision.Try again to wake our
slumbering leader or push on alone.

(often simply referred to as ‘Lengai’)
appears from afar as a gently sloping, lush,
green hill, an otherwise moderate hike that
one could accomplish in an hour or two
and have a picnic on top. As we were to
discover, the Mountain of God in all its
glory is neither moderate nor a picnic.
Lengai and its companion Lake Natron
share the Crater Highlands region with the
world heritage listed Ngorongoro Crater.
However, the logistical realities of the
Tanzanian road system and the ‘big name’
focus of most tourist itineraries sees Lengai
and Lake Natron frequently bypassed in

position on the lakeshore was a quiet,
peaceful and stunning place to be.The only
sounds in the world were the clacking of
the pink and white beauties on the lake and
our feet crunching the salt encrusted
shores as we raced the quickly fading light
to capture the spectacle.The intense and
energy-sapping heat of the day had passed
and the cooling breeze off the lake was a
welcome relief.We were honoured to have
the performance to ourselves, and buoyed
by the fact that the interactions of life in
Africa’s wild places continue to play out
each day regardless of the existence (or
size) of an audience.

favour of their more famous neighbour. As
a consequence, our tents were the only
ones in Lake Natron Camp throughout our
stay and we saw no other vehicles during
our late afternoon visit to the lake. Lake
Natron sits 25 kilometers north of Lengai
and is a wonder in its own right.We had
endured an extended rough and dusty drive
along the make-it-up-as-you-go tracks that
lead off the highway at Mto Wa Mbu (‘River
of Mosquitoes’), through Engaruka, finally
delivering us to the shores of the
shimmering lake in the late afternoon.With
the sun retreating behind the surrounding
hills and the sweeping dance of the
flamingos playing out before us, our

The serenity of the lake was offset by the
ever-present Oldoinyo Lengai which
loomed over our shoulders as a reminder
of our night’s planned activities. “Lengai is a
wall” laughed David, our driver, guide and
entertainer, “and I am not climbing it. A
local Maasai will take you to his God”. Our
mountain guide, the softly and infrequently
spoken Okuni, assured us that Ngai was
generally a welcoming host with only
infrequent demonstrations of his might. And
yes, according to Okuni, somewhat baffled
at being asked such an apparently obvious
question, of course Ngai is a man.
Ascending Lengai requires a midnight start
in order to avoid the scorching heat of

“ a picture perfect volcano rising from the surrounding

plains, it epitomised remoteness and adventure ”

We had come to this rugged corner of
northern Tanzania to climb Oldoinyo
Lengai, an ancient volcano known to the
Maasai as the ‘Mountain of God’. Looking
beyond East Africa’s world famous
destinations – the Serengeti, Maasai Mara
and Kilimanjaro - Oldoinyo Lengai appeared
as precisely the ‘off the beaten track’
destination we had sought. A pictureperfect volcano, emerging almost 10,000
feet from the surrounding plains, it
epitomised remoteness, adventure and, let’s
face it, climbing the Mountain of God
sounded, well, epic.
Whilst undoubtedly huge, Oldoinyo Lengai
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the Crater Highlands during the day.The
seven to nine hour round trip (4-6 hour
ascent, 3 hour descent) requires no
technical climbing prowess, just
determination and a willingness to slip
repeatedly on the crumbling, powdery
slopes. Due to the largely unmarked and
apparently random routes up the mountain
an experienced guide is essential.
But what to do about our brave Maasai
guide, halfway up the mountain of his god,
asleep amidst the rubble of the last
eruption? Despite previous attempts at
calling his name (meaning ‘three’ in the Maa
language, signifying his place in the family
behind his older siblings) and hurling rocks
noisily down the mountain, Okuni was not
to be disturbed. Following yet another
suspicious and undeniably close sound
emanating from just beyond the fog (“like
the thud of heavy paws landing on rock”), a
well meaning nudge was administered to
Okuni’s leg, awakening our guide with a
start.
The major challenge in climbing Lengai
(aside from keeping your guide awake) is
navigating the crumbling channels created
by the lava flows which then give way to
increasingly steep and slippery rock faces.
Whilst Lengai’s last major eruption was in
1966, its active status has been maintained
through a series of significant but smaller
eruptions, the most recent reported in
September 2007.The lava flows, powdery
slopes, and pungent stench of sulphur were
evidence to us that whilst (like our guide)
Lengai is frequently sleeping, it has certainly
not finished its active life just yet. For many
hours we climbed in and out of the gullies
formed by Lengai’s eruptions, slipping

(repeatedly) and cursing ourselves
(frequently).
Whilst the unseasonable rain was no doubt
appreciated on a wider scale, its arrival
around 4am did nothing to help elevate
our position on the mountain or our
morale. At least the rain would “keep away
the leopards” reassured Okuni, breaking
the silence he’d maintained for the past
two hours. At this point Okuni produced a
rope and suggested that he use it to tie
himself to my climbing companion for her
safety on the next section of the climb.
Whilst our guide was doing an otherwise
grand job, the kind offer was refused due
to the alarming tendency of said guide to
fall asleep without notice, often mere steps
from sheer cliff faces.
The summit of Lengai appeared as the rain
left us and the sun lightened the sky to the
east. Our toil throughout the night had
delivered us to a crater which was covered
in an impenetrable, sulphuric fog, seemingly
an inadequate reward for the effort.
Perhaps Ngai doesn’t show his face that
easily. A temporary break in the fog
revealed towers of lava protruding from
the crater, and the frequent sound of
cracking and popping around us evidenced
the very much active status of this ancient
volcano. Denied the sunrise vista, our
descent featured perhaps the lovliest
panorama of the trek.The surrounding hills,
painted green & grey behind the retreating
mists, was the unanticipated treat that
bolstered our spirits for the return
journey. Despite this, we were exhausted
and a little dejected when collected by
David, who, reading our faces, simply
reaffirmed “I told you Lengai is a wall”.

For days after I was disappointed about
Oldoinyo Lengai. I had felt deflated after all
the effort and expectation. And therein lies
the lesson.The places we visit owe us
nothing.They were not created over
millions of years so that we might simply
have a great set of photos to take home.
Africa makes no guarantees and often
issues its greatest treats according to
random chance. Other climbers have
reported looking deep into Lengai’s
gurgling crater and of spectacular vistas
from the summit right across the Crater
Highlands to Mount Kilimanjaro. All is
forgiven. I now look at Lengai, a picture of
exactly what a volcano should look like,
and send up a prayer to Ngai to welcome
and reveal his inexorable charms to all of
those souls willing to venture off the
beaten path. And to please keep his Maasai
faithful awake, there are leopards out
there…
© Cam Fergus

footprints:
When should I go?

Mid-to late June through October is the
best time to visit Tanzania in general.

How much do things cost?

Whilst it is technically possible to
organise your own transport and then
organise a guide from Engaresero near
Lake Natron, most find it easier to use a
tour operator out of Arusha or Mto Wa
Mbu.Tour operators may charge
between $100 and $150USD pp per day
for the minimum two day trip to trek
Oldoinyo Lengai ex-Arusha.

An Angler’s Paradise - Almost
miles below. I cast only glances, however, in
an attempt to stay between the lines.While
ascending I had the privilege of locating a
radio station discussing a band named
“Sheva.” This group is made up of both
Israeli and Palestinian artists who share a
community in the Galilee and the common
goal of bringing conflicting peoples together
through music. I smiled internally as I
experienced the joy created by these men
and women.

Joshua Handler goes fly fishing in Tasmania
I arrived in Tasmania with an Irishman and
station wagon I met the night before; ahh,
the beauty of spontaneous travel. Bob and I
circumnavigated the island for a week,
seeing many of the popular tourist sites,
from the “wild” city streets of Tasmania’s
capital town Hobart to glow worms and
underground streams in the Marakoopa
cave system. Upon our return to
Devonport, the arrival point of Melbourne’s
ferries, Irish Bob returned to Australia’s
mainland and I plopped down for a turkey
potpie and Guinness.Tomorrow I would
rent a car and begin exploring Tasmania’s
interior, as well as my own, though at the
time I was blissfully ignorant of this fact.
At 9am sharp, under clear blue skies, I
traded an imprint of my credit card and
photocopy of my driver’s license for a
white, Mitsubishi Magna station wagon with
black racing stripes adorning the sides. 100
clicks southeast of Devonport, just outside
the small town of Cressy, I found my first
river.With a cold beer at my side and the
late afternoon sun dancing over the gliding
water, I sat in the back, dangled my legs, and
constructed my fly rod. Rumor has it
Tasmania’s highland lakes and country

streams are filled with wild brown and
rainbow trout impatiently waiting to rise.
Over the next four days this rumor would
be my inspiration despite reality proving
otherwise.

Upon reaching the top the radio cut out, as
did the sun.The word ‘summit’ is
inappropriate here because once at
altitude, this place is an enormous plateau
dotted with lakes and rivers, both small and
large. After turning down the six-kilometer
road to the lake, I pulled over among pines
and granite rock, bedding down for the
night. A waxing moon was hiding just
behind the treetops.With the rear seats
down nearly flat, I laid out my sleeping bag,
opened a can of Italian lentils, another of
honey-sweetened carrot slices, propped
myself up on my ancient camping pillow
(which had miraculously lost its musty
scent,) donned my new headlamp, and
proceeded to dine with Kane and Abel, a
great story by Jeffery Archer. Later satisfied,
I pulled an army blanket over me and
drifted off to sleep. At 3am I awoke chilled
to the bone and curled up for a few
frustrating hours until the sun rose and I
could again cast my fly.
The lake was restless as the wind whipped
across its surface, discouraging any fish

are
“ rumour has it Tasmania’s highland lakes
filled with wild brown and rainbow trout ”

Earlier that afternoon I had rented a
secondhand pair of chest waiters and as I
stepped off the two-foot bank and gained
my footing, I crossed my fingers and held
my breath, hoping I would not feel the
gradual chill of water seeping through my
wool socks. Dry and happy, I began to cast,
fishing underwater with a wet fly and a
small weight. Nothing doing. I may have
gotten a bite, though I could have mistaken
the slight pull for a passing branch or bit of
moss. After a sporting effort and a few
different sections of water, I packed up and
headed for the mountains and Arthur’s
Lake. Climbing through a succession of
hairpin turns, I was often rewarded with a
beautiful view of the plains stretching for

from rising and my fly from smoothly
gliding through the air. I gave up and lacking
a camping stove, dined on cold oatmeal. I
checked out other areas, all with the same
windblown result then met a man who
offered location advice and gave me some
“guaranteed to work” flies. Upon arrival,
the lake had turned into an ocean.
Whitecaps adorned it everywhere. I
explored, sat, read, contemplated, then cold
and discouraged, went in search of a
general store to buy dinner and a coffee. I
chose poorly with dinner. Canned
spaghetti in tomato sauce with a bit of
cheese was tough to stomach when eaten
cold. After a body-warming shot of whiskey
in my coffee, I set off again for a small lake
located deep in the bush. So deep, I began
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to ponder the intelligence of my decision.
After spending a full night and day cold and
windblown, not too mention a bit
embittered at the lack of fish and decent
food, I arrived at the end of the road. A
fully exposed lake with rough water lay in
the middle of scrub brush no taller than my
hip. As no fish were rising, I set off to
collect what bits of firewood I could find
and built a small teepee in the parking lot.
Two young guys rolled up in their Ute
(pickup truck) and asked if I had caught
anything. I told them I hadn’t yet tried and
they countered with a few suggestions on
where to fish. As dusk was approaching, and
I had already eaten my unsavory meal, I
pulled on my waiters and decided to give it
a shot.

Suddenly, the wind died, the two blokes left
in search of a campsite, and I was left alone
on the rocky bank that receded into
darkness.The water around me stilled to
glass and I began to cast my line.Though
no fish rose, I settled into an even pace,
imagining my arm a metronome, enjoying
the absence of trees and high brush.
Distant, low mountains surrounded me on
all sides, affecting a large crater. As the sun
dropped behind the foothills, first an
orange, then red, and finally purple hue
reflected on the water. It simultaneously lit
up the lower sky, which merged into the
deep blue before black. A few bright stars
countered these colors with a staunch
whiteness. In settled silence, it was only
myself, a few distant insects, and the wind
resistance created by my fly line. My eyes
and heart were feasting. So much so, I
wanted to scream or shout, having no
other way to express my gratitude and
exhilaration.
After dressing in warm clothing and this

time putting the blanket in my summer
sleeping bag, I settled into sleep. Again I
awoke chilled to the bone, this time around
2:30am. I tossed and turned, cursed and
shivered until 4:30am when I decided to
head towards town and some artificial
warmth.Thinking the windows were
obscured with dew or fog, I stepped out to
clean them. I found a solid layer of ice
enveloping them all. Student I.D. in hand I
went to work. Blasting the heater, I left the
lake, though I did not get very far.
A few kilometers up the road I came
across another piece of water.This one
with rock formations breaking the surface,
and the sky’s starlit, moon-bleached blue
image resting on the lake’s calm face. I
backed up and decided to watch the
sunrise. Once again I was blessed.The air

was eternally still as the earth slowly
lightened and then without warning, the
great fireball broke free from the mountain
and swiftly raised its head. Never before
have I witnessed a sunset and sunrise like
these.
Not up for another day in desolation I
headed towards a small town nestled in a
beautifully green valley. I spotted a stream
and general store sitting side by side and
asked the owner if I could park on her
property and catch a few winks in the back
of my car while basking in the sun’s glare. I
awoke to the smell of fresh cookies and
after a sample, dipped into the shallow
creek for a fish. I was blessed with my first
catch, a seven-inch rainbow.With a prayer
of gratitude, I returned her to her waters.
Although I never did figure out how to
woo these foreign fish I thoroughly enjoyed
all Tasmania had to offer. Whether
trekking, fishing, wine tasting, or city
slicking,Tasmania is a nation filled with

footprints:
When to go:

Being in the southern hemisphere,
Tasmania’s warmest months are
December to March.The lingering
summer light adds welcome hours to the
day when hiking or camping. Autumn puts
on a show of color as the leaves change
and fall.

Key Facts:

GMT+10
Currency: Australia dollar

What not to miss:

Gourmet food and wine, great outdoor
activities from trekking to mountain
biking to canoeing.

kindness, generosity, and vibrancy created
by those who live close to the land.
© Joshua Handler, USA

Cruisin’ Patagonia

Ellen Moriarty travels around Cape Horn
BUMMER.The whole point of this
adventure was to step out onto land at
Cape Horn, the southernmost tip of the
world, to just breathe and maybe even put
a rock in my pocket. Didn’t happen.

The winds which have sunk so many ships
trying to round the Horn would have sunk
our small zodiacs in a minute. The captain
explained to the greatly disappointed bunch
of suited-up travelers that winds of 30
knots were acceptable for a landing.
However, today it was a gusty 78 knots,
with high seas and a sky gray and heavy
with rain: typical of almost all the days at
the Horn.
Let me back up just a bit to say that
Buenos Aires, Argentina, our South
American arrival destination, was a
gorgeous, clean, tree-lined mega-city where
we shopped the tourist avenues, tried the
Tango, and ate so much beef, I think I may
“moo”!

From Buenos Aires it was nearly five hours
by air to Ushuaia, capital town for the
island province of Tierra del Fuego which is
shared with Chile. I’m not sure how this
works but it seems to. The whole area at
the southern tip of South America is
referred to as Patagonia by both countries.
Remember this name, Ushuaia, as it will
become a hot spot for eco-tourism in the
years to come. Already this small town
with few resources and a short season
hosts large cruise ships from Buenos Aires

on their way around Cape Horn then
north to Santiago, Chile.

Ushuaia was where we boarded our
smallish ship, the Via Australis, for the
voyage out to Cape Horn, around the
Beagle Channel, then up the Straight of
Magellen to Punta Arenas, Chile. Stepping
from the dock to the ship meant stepping
from Argentina to Chile complete with
inspections and passport stamps. The

Pluschow Glacier in the Straight of
Magellen. So, I put on my entire suitcase
and jumped in the little rubber boat… The
glaciers were crashing and crunching, then
mix in the noise of nesting cormorants
everywhere and you have a true off-key
symphony of nature. Not bad; so good in
fact that I forgot to be cold.
The sun was out so we disembarked onto
a beautiful green mountain island to do

s
“ for three days we cruised in and out of thi
d
mosaic of islands, sometimes brightly lit an
other times shrouded in misty low clouds ”
Via Australis had only 64 rooms, a crew of
top-notch Chileans, and hosted travelers
from no less than seventeen countries.
Perfect!

For three days the Via Australis was our
home as we cruised in and out of this
mosaic of islands sometimes brightly lit and
other times shrouded in misty, low clouds.
This was January, high summer, and I
expected to see more wildlife but only
glimpsed a few dolphins, cormorants and
gulls; the penguins come later.
Chilly rain but no wind allowed us to
launch the zodiacs for a closer look at

some hiking and beach walking with a
Chilean naturalist who was full to the brim
with information about his part of the
world. At the summit of the little
mountain, at the tiptop of our hike he turns
to the group and says, “OK, be quiet
now….just listen and look…and
remember.” The view of the channel was
breathtaking and yes, I will remember that
moment.

The last outing before docking in Punta
Arenas, Chile, was a pink and gold, early
morning zodiac trip to Isle Magdelena;
home to over 100,000 Magellanic penguinsI counted them! A mid-sized penguin with

black and white tux, they
swim like little
torpedoes and sound
like braying donkeys.
And if you are very still,
they will curiously
approach.
The Magellanic penguin
lives on a precise body
clock that is
unexplainable in human
terms and I take great
pleasure in realizing that
some phenomenon shall
remain unexplainable. I
tried to paint here or at
least do some sketches
but all I wanted to do
was to sit still and watch
and listen and
remember.

After docking in Punta
Arenas and spending a
day we flew north to
Santiago-back to summer heat. My plan
here was to visit the artists markets,
especially the Dominica market. Here I
found painters painting, sculptures
sculpting, jewelry makers, leather workers
and potters in a red tiled village nestled
among shady trees and dotted with cafes.
Perfect.
© Ellen Moriarty, USA

footprints:
When to go:

high season is October to the end of
March, with the summer months (and
longest days) being mid-December to
February.

What not to miss out on:

Parque National Torres del Paine
Santiago’s artists markets
Tango in Buenos Aires
Wildlife on Isle Magdelena
The many activities on offer in the
region, from horseback riding to fly
fishing to snowboarding.

“ here I found painters painting, sc
ulpters
sculpting, in a red tiled village ”

Useful websites:

www.australis.com
www.patagonia-argentina.com
www.interpatagonia.com
www.enjoy-patagonia.org

The basics:

Currency: the Argentian Peso and the
Chilean Peso
Capital: Arentina - Buenos Aires /
Chile - Santiago
Language: Spanish
Timezone: GMT -3

Off the Shelf

BOOK REVIEWS

INCA TRAILS
Martin Li RRP £10.50

Martin Li traces the rise and
fall of the Incas as he travels
across the Andes from the
empire’s birthplace to its
breathtaking pinnacle at
Machu Picchu and beyond. An
informative historical account,
this book is also an
entertaining and inspiring
piece of travel writing that gives a real flavour of
modern-day Bolivian and Peruvian culture, and of the
stunning landscapes that the region offers.The author has
a clear and at times humorous writing style and he
successfully and seamlessly weaves between educational
fact or anecdote and adventurous travelogue. Certainly a
good read for anyone interested in South American
history and culture or for those planning on exploring
the area. www.inca-trails.org
Louise Alexander

BLLOD RIVER
Tim Butcher RRP £7.99
This is a captivating first hand
account of an amazing journey
which has had much deserving
praise heaped upon it.The
journey that the author takes
is both brave and insane, and
therefore makes for
compelling reading.The author
writes with passion, honesty
and humour. Frustrated with
the difficulties inherent in reporting the Congo on his
first assignment there, he becomes determined to
embark upon one of the world's most dangerous
journeys, retracing the route of the Victorian explorer
Stanley along the length of the Congo. He combines
history and travel writing with a tale of risk and
adventure, but what sets the book apart is the author's
passion for the region and his empathy with the people
Polly Fryer
that he meets along the way.

Unique Places: Green

& Blue Wines

“ Wine is a friend, wine is a joy and, like sunshine, wine is the birthright of
all ” Andre Simon (1877 - 1970)

Green and Blue Wines is an independent wine bar and shop with two
outlets in London.The one I visited is on Bedford Road Clapham; just
a stone’s throw from Clapham North tube station.This is a wine bar
and shop with a difference; it has a distinctly boutique feel serving
wines sourced from smaller producers who make their products with
love and passion.The selection is small but varied with a good range of
varieties which are organic or produced with minimal chemical
intervention.There are a range of yummy platters to accompany your
wine including a Neal’s Yard cheese option with lovely semi-dried
grapes.They offer tasting evenings at reasonable prices and also
bespoke food services for special occasions. As if these weren’t enough reasons to visit … on top of all this the service is great,
distinctly non-London; the staff are knowledgeable but above all else friendly and engaging.
www.greenandbluewines.com
Polly Fryer

Hidden gem:

19 Princelet Street

19 Princelet Street in Spitalfields, London is a fragile, magical unrestored
Huguenot master silk weaver's home, whose old shabby frontage conceals a
rare surviving synagogue built over its garden.Since housing French Huguenots
fleeing persecutionit has also housed Irish settlers and Jewish arrivals, amongst
others. This unique heritage site aspires to become a permanent celebration
and exhibition of how all the diverse communities have made Britain a richer
place.There are all-too-rare public openings in May, June and September during
the fund-raising period, which aims to ensure this international historic site of
conscience's very survival. However, visits at any time of the year may be
arranged for groups.This year the exhibition is open on Sundays throughout
May and June. Demand for this museum is high so arrive arely and don’t miss
out. www.19princeletstreet.org.uk
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